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MINIMAL GRAPHS WITH CYCLIC CBLOR GROUP 
We drtcrmine the minimum number of vertlccs an edge-colored graph must have. tf its gr~wp 
of color preserving autonwphfsms is the cyclic group of order n. 
1. Introduction 
h this paper we only consider finite undirected graphs without hops or multinfe 
edges. If G rs a graph, V(G) and E(G) stand for the set of verlticcs and edges, 
respectively of G. For other ierms not defined here see [4]. 
By a k-motoring of G (or simply a coloring of G) we mean a cobJr;ltim cf the 
edges of G with k colors, i.e. a partition of E (G ) into k disjoint subsets, fame of 
which may be empty. 
Aut(G), or simpl!l the group of G. is the group of all automorphisms of G, 
namely, all bijections c~f V(G ‘! with itseff that preserve adjacency. When G is a 
colored graph, coI_Aur(G ), or :.imply the color-grasp of G. is the group of all LY&)~ 
preserving au tomorphisms of 13. 
It was proved constructively by Frucht [ 11 that given an abstract group it is always 
possibk to find a graph whose group of automorphisms is the given group This 
construction is not very efkienl in. the sense that the graph so obtained has a large 
number of vertices; it is therefore of interest to determine a smallest such graph, i.e. 
one with the fewest number or points of fines (see [S-Y]). For an abstract group this 
problem is far from settled and it is only in very special cases that it has ken solved. 
A case of interest for us is an unpublished resuft of Mcriwether [6]., that gkes the 
order, cw(n), of the minimal graphs k.wing automorphislm group isomorphic to C,,, 
the cyclic group of order n (see Table 1 or [3]). 
It is ohe purpose of this pq,er to estab?ish the order of the minimal colored @ raphs 
having color-group isomorphic to C”. This question was posed by Harary in 1974 at 
the International Congress held in Vancouver. 
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One may ask why is it of interest to investigate color-automorphisms. A simple 
justification is that the automorphism grou p of a give71 graph G (without a coloring) 
is the same as the group of all color preserving automorphisms of the 2-colored 
complete graph on f V(G)[ points, where the edges of G have been colored with 
red and those of G (the complement graph of C) with green, Clearly, there is no 
need to restrict to two the number of colors used in a coloration of a complete 
graph, and therefore, color-automorphisms give a more general setting for the 
original problem. 
In the case of Cn, it turns out that the use of colored graphs has an extra 
advantage: the statements become considerably simpler (see Table I), namely, the 
ppthology of the prjmes 3 and 5 is elimin ted. that of the prime 2 iF reduced, and all 
numbers which are not powers of p-imes can be treated e lualiy. 
Let us denote by CY,,@I) the smallest integer N for which there exists a graph G 
with N vertices and a k-coloring, such that col-Aut(G) = C,, Notice that we want 
tcr find a graph with a minimum number of vertices and wt: allow any number of 
colors to be used jn its coloration, even though, as it turns out in this case, one or 
two colors will suffice to attain the minimum, depending on n. 
before proceeding to obtain the exact value of cyc,,,(n), Lvhich we do in Section 3, 
we develop some of the properties of the color-gmup of ;I graph, irn terms of 
complements end direct sums. 
As a matttr of notation we will also need: 
If n :s an integer, we will say that n is wn~nixad if n is a power of a single prime 
number; II is mixed otherwise. 
if c E Aut(G) (coi-Aut(G), respectively). we will identify o with the corres- 
ponding permutation of V(G), so we can talk about the cycle decomposition of 0, 
msitning the decomposition into disjoint cycles of the corresponding permutation. 
Also, If x E V(G), we will write OW (x) to indicate the orbit of x under u. 
2. The.collor-group of 8 graph 
The theorems ;q this section are the equivalent for color-automorphisms of the 
corresponding theorems for automorphisms stated in [4, Chaptt:r 141. The proofs 
are straightforward and we omit them. 
c&Aut(G u G’) = col-AutfG)-+ col-AutfG’), 
Let G be a graph with ZI k-coloring, specified by the partit~ of E(G) into 
disjoint subsets: E(G) = El U l l * 
color : ’ 
U E,. Then the ~omplemenf SF G w;*b r~‘;sp~p* C-A 
!s lihe graph Gc such that V{Ci) = V(G ), and W~OSC txiges, with b Qloring, 
U. T &tained from those of G by replacittg E, ky tk edges of G (the coxlrf: ement of 
col-Aut(G “) 2: col-Aut(G). 
It should be mentioned here that the familiar theorem for graphs without a 
,oloring, Auf(G) s Aut(@. becomes a special cast: r)f Thcnrem 2.2, when the 
edges of the l-coloring of G are replaced by those of G. 
If G and (3 ’ are di ,Joint, k -colored graphs. and i 6 k, we can define the !th color 
sum (G +, G’f to be the colored graph ((7 + G ‘) where all the lilres joining V(G) 
with V(G) hzve color i. Then it is easy ttb see that the compiernen! of (G C, G’) 
with respect to color i is color-isomorp4ic with the union of the (disjoint) 
complements elf G and G’ with rct;pect to color i. Hence we obtain: 
Theorem 2.3. 
1_ol-<4ut(G fj C ‘) = col-Aut(G) + col-Aut(G ‘) 
if and ouly if ntj covponent of the i th color-complement of G is color -isomoqphic with 
a 4-ompsu?nt of the i th color-complement of G ‘_ 
3. Mirnimat graphs with a cyclic color-group 
We now state the main results of this paper: 
Theorem 3.2. EQ(~) = 2 and cy ,& ) = 2” + 4 whe;lr s 3 2. 
Whenever n is mixed we write n = p y1 - - 9 p ?, where pj,. , . , pk are different primes 
and a1-m. ak are positive integers. 
Before proving the theorems, we want ta describe the minimal graphs and 
compute thsir c&or-group. We represent red edges with solid lines and grern edges 
dashed, The o&it representation is given follawing the notation of 12:. 
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Fig, 1. 
Proof. The vertices of G,,, arc given by: V(G,,) = {cl, .IU {b,), where i runs over the 
integer? mod(m) and i over the integers mod(r). This edges of CL, arc.: given with a 
koloration as follows: 
%arIy, the transformation u : I- v(CL,) defined by: o(a,) = aikl, 
i mad(fn ); n(6j ) = bj+,+ i mad(r), is a cabr prcscwing automorphism oforder trt. 
Since any automorphism of G, maps the a:‘~ an<b the b’s into thctmsclves, 
respectively, to prove that the cabr-group of CL is cyslic of order m, it suffices to 
show that ii !F E col-Aut(G,.) keeps UO fix&% QWI y3 3 id. aut if yt &,) = au, since: 
b, , i:, AC only vertex green-adjacent tou (,,, it IP~~&ws that cp (6 ._ J = b, + Now a0 is 
red-adjacent to bath aI and s,--1; but GMX r 3, at is rest sed-adjacent to6pl.l atn& 
urn_ 1 is, therefore bath at and Q,~ . . I are also fixed by cp. The previous argument can 
be continued to prwe that every element of G, is left fised by p. 
I%: exampfe the graphs G, and G, of Fig. 2 have cyclic color-groups of orders 3 
and 8 resJ.wtiveJy . 
Tc, prove that the orders WC; obtnin for the mininx+l graphs arc indeed minima, WC 
need to develop sume tr& which are cantained in the next lemmas. 
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colored graph ) and 1 C’pu (x ) 1 = n >b 2. ,Aspuwle that for every y E V(G), y e Cp, (x ), if 
m = 1 CT, (y )I ., then (nb n) = I. Then. there exists q: E But(G) (coi-Aut(G), respec- 
tidy ) such &at 9 ’ = id and (grr = u 3~ when rest&leJ to Q, (x ), In particular, 9 and 
u do not contPnur!?. 
Proof. We are going to prove the lemma in case cr E Aut(G). To obtain the 
corresponding result, in case o E co!-AutfG ), it suffices to replace “adjacent” by 
l ‘i -color-adjacent” in the following proof. 
Let gn(~)=(~nP~rr...,~~-l), where x4 = B’ (x ), i is an integer mod(n). Define 
yl E .lut(G) by its cycle decomposition as follows: 
rp =(x~,,x~-~)(x,,~~.-~)~*~~x~,x”-,-,)~-., where Qsi g[$(n -2)]. 
Clearly, if q E Aut(G), it satisfies p* = id and cpcr = &~ when restricted to 
c,, (x ). Also, since n > 2, U# 6’ on Q.,(x), and it follows that q and CT do not 
commute. 
Hence, it srtfices to show that 42 preserves adjacency. Assume that y is adjacent 
to z and Ict us prove that &I) is adjacent to cp (t ). 
Cuse 1: y,t E O,(x). In this case q(y)= y, q(r)= z. 
Case 2: r EOY(x), say 2 = x, and y EOlJx). Let m =@,(v)/ and t,~ be 
intqers satisfying rnt + ns = 1. Since u E Aut(G), u”“(x) is adjrxent to u”“(y) = 
y fur every integer 0. Consequently, q(z) = x,._~ = 8-‘(x) = ,m~~*‘%nr(n*l)(~) = 
U m”n “(x) is adjacent to y = q(y). 
CUSP 3: z = X, y = x#, i# 0. Since ~-‘~+“(x,) = xn...I, a”““‘(~~) 3 x~-(~ +,), and 
CT ” “’ is an t..utomorphism of G, it folIows that a(x) is adjacent ro ‘p (x,). 
Lemma 3.6. Let G k a graph, x E V(G), a f AM(G) (col-Aut(G). respectiuely ),
ad i C, (X)J = n >z 2 is. even. A.wn2c that for cuery y E V(G), y E Q,(x), if 
m = 1 C, (y )I, therr either m = 2 or fm, n) = 1. Then there exists p E Aut(G) 
(col-Aut(G ), respercfioeZy ), such that ‘p2 = id and qw = a-‘rp when restricted to 
r”i<, (x ). In particular, Q and u do tent commute. 
The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 3.5, but in this case one 
defines cp =cr.~~c,(~o,x~-.I)..., where the ci ‘S are the cycles of order 2 of CT. 
Lemma 3.7. Let G be a guph, x EZ V(G), a E Aur(G) (d-Aut(G), nspectiuefy), 
and i C,(x)/ = 2n > 2. Assume thatforevety y E v(G), y e &(xI, ifoz = IC!+fy)f, 
then 1 m, n) I= 1. Then thew exists cp 
$k 
E AutfG) (Cal-Aut(G), respecfiuely JV Such that 
id and ylo2 == a-*~ when restricted to 0, (x ). 
Proof. Let C, fx ) = !x,~, x !, . . . , x2, _J, where x, t= n* (x ), i is an integer mod(2n ). 
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Clearly cp has the required propertie?. To check that + E Au(G), we can 
consider the three castes of Lemma 3.5: 
In Case 1 md Case 2 if (~n,Zn) = 1, the argument ‘remains unchanged. 
In Case 2 if HI is even, from the assumption (m, n) = 1, one can prove that y is 
adjacent tc> every x J1 and so y:(y) = y is adjacent to cc: (x,) A similar argument 
completes this case when 2 = x 1. 
cast? 3: z = X&, y = x,, both belong to Q,(x). If both k and j have the same 
parity, we are in the situation of Case 3 of Lemma 3.5, witn respect to one of 
the orbits of cr’ of iength PI. When k and j hax different parity, assume, without 
lass of generality, thst k - ‘3, i = 2i - I; since o ‘I- ‘(x ) = x 2, l = x :,, ,‘# t and 
0 -+Q&.. *) = x_ 2 = x2< -2, it follows that q(xo) is adjacent to 6~ (x2, .& 
The proofs can be easily obtained by induct ion. 
PMHIf ale Theore:m 3.1. The graph Gpr, whose cxbit representation is given in Fig. 3, 
has (p’ + p) vertices and by Lemma 3.4, cc&Aut(G,n) = Cgw ; therefore. cyC,,!(p’) s 
when F’ > 15. 
when N’: > 12, au>2* 
if k a3, 
) if k 22, a,,>% 
Fig. 3. G,,v.p b2. 
To prcrve that a graph with fewer than the specified points cammt have 
c&x-group isomorphic to C& assume t;~at G is such a graph, ~:itf~ f V(G)i < 
p’ +p. If ca E co!-4ut(G) is a generator of CPe, then G must contain a cycte of 
bngth 11’. $ince all other cycles of c will have order relatively prime to p, and 
pr v 2, Lemma 3.5 implies that G admits a r:alar-autumurphism Q that doss not 
commuse with 5, This contradicts the commutativity of C[,*. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. act,,(2) = 2 follows from the fact that Aut(K,) = C2. 
Wherl s a 2, the: graph Gzs, w’lose orbit represesltation is given in Fig. 4 has 
12’ + 4) s.ziicej and byi Lemma 3.4, col-Aut(Gzv) = czr, there’ore CY~,,,(~~) 6 (2” + 4) 
for ,: 2 2. 
An argument simi!a: try the one used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 combined with 
Lemma 3.6 proves that the converse inequality aiso holds. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. We only have to prove this theorem in case n is mixed. 
We can apply Theorem 2.3 to obtain co!!-Aut(G,;l +, l l l +i Gp;k) z 
col-Aut(G,;,) + - - 0 + col-Aut(4’ Q;+ because the i th color-complements of the 
graphs corresponding to the different primes are connected and non-color- 
isomorphic. Therefore ar,,,(n )=Z cF=, a,,,(p P). 
To olbtain the converse inequality, let G be a. graph with color-group isomorphic 
to C,, and let (P be a zeneratoi- of col-Aut(G). a acts on V(G) as a product of 
disjoint c;jfcles r,, &, . . . , F’S of order: cl, c 2, . . . , c,, respectively . Every c, can be 
written uqlluely ah a product: cj = P;J~I~JL* l *peek, where 0 s Fji s Q,. Also 
f V(G)/ = C,c,. 
The c, l I f&l iLlto cne of the following categories: 
(1) thp unmixed ones; 
(2) the mixed c,‘s, for which 2 .I cl and c, # 15; 
(.:j the mixed c, ‘s, for which 4 1 c, and c, f’ 12; 
(4) L.Cle mixed cj *s, for which 2 1 c, but 4 /r’ c, ; 
(3) c, = 12; 
(bj c, = 15. 
Lising Lemma 3.& we can obtain an inequality for each ci (say c, = c) according to 
the folfowing rules: 
In case 1, since c is unmixed, c = p”, w/rite 
c +I”. (1) 
in Cast: i, c = II&, i 2 2, and c # 15. Hence from (3a) or (3b) we have: 
In Case 5, c = 2“ * Ilip:‘, with Al 
thilt 
zz 2, i a 1, and c # 12. Then @a*] or (Sb*) imply 
c a(‘-” +4) + 2 (F;p+pi). 
i 
m 
In Clasc 4(i) if c = 2 l Ilip:’ and two or more primes different from 2 are involtocd. 
we can use (3b**) to obtain 
(ii) If c = 2 * p’? with s > 1, p# 2, then: 
c 32+(p‘+p). (3ii) 
(iii) It c = 2 . p, p # 2, write: 
c 32+p. 
In Case 5, c = 12, we write: 
@iii) 
In Case 6, c = 15. we write: 
c 35+5-f-3. W 
Using the inequalities (l)-(6) for the c,‘s or?e obtain:: I V(G)i 3 &,,,F,, where 
I -, = cz, m,p’, the m,'s are non-negative integers and, for every p, 12, is the highest 
p jwer of p that divides n. 
The assertion of the theorem will be prtsved if the fallowing ine+lafity holds: 
Fp 3 acrfi(pbp) for every p 1 n. 
TO simpli& the notation, let p be a fixed prime that divides n and set q, = cs (the 
highest power of p that divides n ). Also set r = pt /pa. 
Sixe o’ has order p “, its cycle decomposition consists of at feast one cyc!e of 
order p” and (possibly) other cycles of order powers ( 6 a j of p. Wher, p” # 2, if Q’ 
weft: to consist of only one cycle (of order pa )_ by Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, it wi>uld 
follow that G admits a color-automorphism q that does not commute with O-’ 
&T # Q’ ‘-r because p*# 2). hence contradicting the commutativ;ly of C,I. 
Cm~iequently, when p” # 2, a’ consrsts of at feast two disjokt cycks, s f y md 
S af ~Axs pp and pb, respectively. Here 1 s b s a if p # 2 ,nd 2 s b s a when 
p = ‘2. y and 6 are subsets of uniquely determined cycles r a d d of (7. of orders c 
and d, respectively; p0 divides c and p b divides d. We can als I assume ihat we have 
choserl 6 in such a way that if r = ,3 it follows that all non tri ial cycles y * of cr ’ are 
also subsets of r ; in other words, when r = 4, if I’* is a cycl of g such <that I-* # f. 
then rhe order of f * is relatively prime to p. 
LizI us now prove statextent (7). 
Pia~iflg fixed p 1 n, the contributions of c = If 1 &d d -5 !A 1 to F, will depend (In 
which of the 6 cases stated above they fall. 
A.s,j/ume first p # 2. Case 1: c is unmixed. hence rP d and c = p”. So p u appear:+ 
an FP with a non-zero coefficient. Regardless of what formula ((f)-(6)) is used for (i. 
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its contrjbution to FP will consist of at least one occurrence Of ph 23 p. SO 
&_, apa +p = a,,&“) in this case. 
In Cases 2 and 3, tire use of formulas (2) or (3) for c implies that the contribution 
of c to F,., is at least (p” + p). 
In Case 4, 2 *pa divides c (remember p # 2). If either (4i) or (4ii) OCCURS, 
czQ+(p"+p) d an c contributes to FP at least (pa + p). If @iii) is the case, u = I, 
c =: 2p > 2 + p, and c gives p a = p to FP. In this case, since 1 s b G 61 = 1, it follows 
that h = 1 also. .Hence, either I’# A, in which case p divides d = jA 1 and d 
contributes at least one instance of p to FP (therefore F, 3 p + p t CV,~,~(~))~ or 
I” := A. Th:s last possibility cannot occur, because by the choice of th.: cycie 6 of 
order p, it lvould follow that every cycle r* # r of o has order relativl:ly prime to p 
ant31 SO, i-y Lemma 3.7, G would admit a color-automorphism ccj that does not 
rxrlm/te with a” (a2 # u-’ because n is not a power of 2>, therefore contradicting 
the commutativity of C,. 
In Case 5, c = 12, and since we arc assuming pf 2, it follows that p = 3, a = 1. 
Therefore, from (?), c contributes one occurrence of p” = 3 to F3. If f # A thcu T 
divides d = , !A I , and d contributes at least one occurrence of p = 3 to F,; hence 
F + 2 3 -i- 3 = o.,,(3). 1 n case, r = A we are assuming that every cycle P # r of o- has 
order relativefy prime to 3. If 4 < 2”1) (the highest power of 2 that divides n ), we are 
Doing to use at most one b “4” of (5) in the contribution of c to Fr and WI: can 
substitute 4 2 3 in (5) lo obtain 4 + 3 3 3 + 3 to be the contribution of c to%&, hence 
F, 3 a, ,,(3). Consequently, in case r = A, we can also assume 4 = 2”o. If all the 
cycles I-* 71 r‘ of CT were to have orders alsip relatively prime to 2, we could apply 
Lemma 3.7 and obtain a contradiction; hence there exists a cycle r‘* P I‘ of v such 
that h = 1 r* ] is divisible by 2, and regardless of the formula we use for h, it will 
contribute to F2 at least one occurrence of the ntlmber 2. In any case! putting 
together c = 12, contributing to both F2 and F.?, and the contribution of h to F2, we 
obtain F, + F3 Z= 12 + 2 = I4 = CY,,,,(~~) + a,,,(3). 
In Case 6, c = 15. Here there are two possibilities that must be taken into 
account: either p = 3 or p = 5, and in any case Q = 1. Since 15 B 5 c 5 + 3, with an 
argument similar to the one used in case 5, together with Lemqa 3.5, we get the 
existence of a cycle r * # T of CT of order divisible by either 3 ‘or 5. Hence 1 I’*\ 
contributes to either F3 or F5 at Least one more instance of 3 or 5 and since 
15 + 5 2 15 + 3 3 ~&5) + a!,,(3), this case is a!so settled. 
Let us assume now p = 2, and consider first a = 1. 
if c is unmixed, then c = 2 = or and there is nothing more to prove. If c is 
mixed and c = 2 h, the use of any of the formuias (4i, ii or iii) for e guarantees that 
c .:ontributes at least t,ne occurrence of the number 2 to F2, hence & a 2 5= acn1(2), 
Finally, let p = 2, ~a 3 2. We also knoMI in this case that b ~2 , 
If c is unmixed, c = 2” is a term of t?, and since r # A and 4 G 26 divides 
d = /A 1, regardless of the formula used for d (even when d. ;= 12) there is at ieast 
one occurrence of the number 4 in the contribution of d to .f;;. merefore 
Fz * 2 = + 4 = aro1(2a ). 
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When c is mixed. if c = 2” - h and c > 12, Gnct: we use (3) for c, ,~t: know that c 
rontrIbutes at least (2” + 4) to F,. And when c = 12. since we are assuming 
c F.z i- 
l h, it follows that c = 2” - 3 and a = 2, which is Case 5. above. 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
4. R~!marks 
(I’) We do not know what the original proof of !VTeriwether looks like, but one 
can give a proof of his result foilowing the format of our proof fos color 
.tntorrlorphisms, even t?ough. for autornorphisrns, more cases will have to be 
Ircated separately due to the pathology of the primes 2. 3 and 5. 
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(2) The minimum number Of colors used in the coloration of ‘3 graph having 
cyclic color-group of order n is at most: 
(a) 1 if rt = pa, r, a prime 2 7’. (This follows from the fact that the graph G ;a, 
whose orbit decr,ntposition is given in Fig. 5, h;, > group C,o.) 
(b) 2 for all tither D. 
In view of Meriwether’s result, one color is not sufficient to attain the minimum 
when n is a power of 2, 3 or 5 and in several other casles depending on the prime 
divisors of n. 
(3) 1~ is clear that a,,,(n) s Q (n I since a graph is obviously a l-colored graph, and 
the inequality may be drict. 
(4) An interesting reiated question is the investigation of the order (cut-,,(n)) of 
the minimal k -colored graphs having k-color group isomorphic to Cn, when one 
insists on using all Cc colors in the coloration. . 
It is not yet quite clear for vs how (&-&a j behaves for a fixed r”t, for different 
values of k. For example, ati.,&(3) = 6 for i = 2,3,4,5, as can be set:n in Fig. 6, where 
the different colors are indicated with differe’llt marks. But cy 1_C,,,(3) = 9 and clearly 
cy,,,,(3) > 6. In any case CY~.,,(~\-, m as k -do. 
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